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MAF responds to
needs following the
7.5 earthquake in PNG

10

Supporting a team
of plastic surgeons
in Bangladesh

CEO CORNER

We appreciate
the incredible
level of trust you
demonstrate
each time you
donate to the
work of MAF!

Brad Bell
President & CEO
MAF Canada
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he service MAF provides is
unique to each country we
serve in – we don’t operate
with a ‘one size fits all’
mentality. Each country has
specific people and resource
needs, and we work to adapt our approach,
our aircraft and our program to deliver the
type of care, service, and ministry to meet
those needs. No two MAF programs are
exactly the same.
In Angola, we primarily provide medical
flights. In Kenya, there is a mix of flying
partner NGOs, the local church, and
medical flights. In Papua New Guinea
(PNG), we encounter some of the most
unique landscapes, and difficult flying, in
the MAF world.
When I visited PNG, I was struck by how
challenging it is to live there; with its thick
jungle and mountainous terrain not only
are there few drivable roads in existence, in
most areas there is not even the possibility
of building them. Flying is sometimes
the only way to link a village to the rest of
the country, outside of walking for days
on foot or by canoe on the jungle river.
The approaches and takeoffs from the
mountain airstrips MAF flies into take an
incredible amount of attention, experience,
and skill – even a seasoned pilot will take at
minimum 3-4 months being trained incountry before going solo.
In PNG, MAF is very invested in the
remote villages; flying in food, building
supplies, school materials, and supporting
Bible translation work, as we do in many
other countries. We also export the crops
that these villages grow, bringing them
to markets and then returning with the
revenue or goods that the village has

requested MAF to buy with the funds
generated. In PNG, we are an integral part
of the social infrastructure of the country
- without MAF flights, many of the remote
villages would have no way of selling the
produce that they grow.
On one flight in the Twin Otter, I watched
as the villagers loaded dozens of 50kg bags
of coffee beans they had grown, trusting
MAF to take it to market and return with the
revenue from their pain-staking labour.
The Twin Otter can carry upwards of
1,800kgs of coffee in one trip – depending
on the current commodity price of coffee,
one load can be worth a staggering $2,700
to the village.
As we took off, the two pilots up front and
myself in the back jump seat, I considered
the incredible level of trust that load of
coffee represented. The villagers trusted
our pilots to bring back the money from
the sale of this cargo, their main source
of income. They have been working with
MAF so long, seeing that our pilots care,
come to help and are trustworthy. Some
of these pilots have served the people for
decades, and their witness is a key part of
MAF’s spiritual impact in PNG.
We appreciate the incredible level of trust
you demonstrate each time you donate to
the work of MAF! Your generosity keeps
MAF staff and planes ready to respond
in any circumstance. You’ll read in this
issue of Flying for Life how the support of
people like you allowed us to immediately
respond with emergency flights to support
the people of PNG in the aftermath of
devastating earthquakes.
Your contributions to MAF make an
incredible difference around the world.
Thank you!
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The villages and communities we serve are home to thousands of
children; many of whom have never read a textbook in their own
language, let alone a web page. We want to maximize the access we
already have, by providing as many of them as possible with access
to the information so many of us take
for granted – the kind of information
that can foster a desire to learn, and
create a better future.
Built on the revolutionary Raspberry
Pi, this “computer in the palm of your
hand” provides a full K-12 curriculum,
practical skills training, such as
computer use, and also includes a
full range of educational multi-media
materials. It also gives teachers access
to world class teaching materials,
all without the need for an Internet
connection.

...all in

rugged, portable,
travel case.

For details, visit: mafc.org/classroom-in-a-box
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Many hands make light
work of off loading our
Twin Otter in Papua
New Guinea following
devastating earthquakes.

Mission Aviation Fellowship (MAF) is a Christian organization whose mission is to fly light aircraft and use other technologies in isolated parts of the
world to bring help and hope to people in need. Since 1946, MAF has been spreading the Good News of Jesus Christ in places of deepest human need
– where flying is not a luxury, but a lifeline. Worldwide, MAF provides over 200 flights a day. Mission Aviation Fellowship of Canada is a Canadian
registered charity (Registration # 12994 2561 RR0001) and is able to issue receipts for income tax purposes. Financial statements are available on
request. Every gift helps! Please mail your gift, visit us at mafc.org, or call us toll-free at 1.877.351.9344. Gifts allocated toward an approved project will
be used as allocated with the understanding that once project needs are met, gifts will be used where needed most.
Mission Aviation Fellowship of Canada
is a charter member of the Canadian Council of Christian Charities.

Mailing Address 264 Woodlawn Rd. W., Guelph, ON N1H 1B6
Toll-Free 1.877.351.9344 E-mail info@mafc.org Website mafc.org
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Cover Cargo is offloaded from the Twin Otter following earthquakes in PNG. Photo Andrea Rominger
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MAF responds to needs in remote
communities in the wake of the 7.5
earthquake that struck Papua New
Guinea in February.

Cargo is being loaded
onto the Twin Otter in
Papua New Guinea

.

Photos by Mandy Glass & Michael Duncalfe
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Activity has been high at MAF’s Headquarters in Mount Hagen, following
the 7.5 magnitude earthquake on February 26th. MAF Disaster Response
personnel are coordinating flights while base staff are loading aircraft
and dispatching them with the much-needed relief goods. The supplies
are being delivered to the earthquake-stricken communities in Hela,
Southern Highlands and Western Provinces.

O

ne of the first flights after
the initial surveys were
completed, was made by
Pilots Luke Newell and
Mathias Glass who took a
full Caravan load of relief
supplies to the remote communities of
Bosavi and Mogulu. The flight was loaded
with plastic bottles of drinking water,
several bags of rice, tinned meat and fish,
as well as four rain collection units and four
bush toilets. “The supplies were desperately
needed because the earthquake had
destroyed gardens, contaminated rivers
normally used for fresh drinking water, and
landslides had washed away the original
bush toilets,” writes Mathias.
The MAF team continues to make sure
that the desperately needed supplies are
being delivered to the communities most
impacted.
The following week, an MAF Twin Otter
crewed by Pilots Michael Duncalfe and
Jason Marsh, took relief supplies from Mt

Hagen to Huya while also bringing back
some people injured in the earthquake.
The patients included a mute and deaf
man who injured his elbow while running
out of his house, and a child with a long
cut on their head. Also on board was a late
term pregnant woman who was being
brought out to ensure proper care during
the delivery and for a newborn child.
“The severe aftershock has caused large
cracks in the airstrip surface at Huya,”
reported Michael. “These now extend close
to the centreline at one point and will
affect flights to the community. If they get
worse, the airstrip will have to be closed
completely, making the community only
accessible by helicopter for further relief
flights.”
“Our first year and half in PNG was
spent in Western Province, and I am very
familiar with the terrain,” added MAF Pilot
Jason Marsh. “Flying over the area after
the earthquake was startling. The lush
green landscape had been decimated by

Today, I had the chance to see first-hand the devastation
caused by the recent earthquake. There were a number of
people who sustained injuries while attempting to exit houses
and huts in the dark during the major tremor.
The health worker at Bosavi said there were no medicines to
treat people and expressed sadness of doing nothing much
during this critical time.

Nawi
Mabo
PNG Ground
Ops Training
Coordinator

Few have left the villages and gone to their gardens out of fear
of getting injured or killed should another tremor strike again.
With aftershocks happening between 20 – 30 minute intervals
in the days following that adds to their fear. Food gardens,
especially on ridges, were destroyed.
Rivers and creeks turned muddy and were blocked with fallen
trees and rocks causing water to build upstream then burst
open and send a flood of fast traveling debris downstream
wiping away food gardens.

landslides, leaving nothing but destruction
in its wake.”
Crowds gathered around the sides of the
airstrip as they watched the aircraft being
unloaded. Despite their difficult situation
they watched quietly and patiently, a
couple of times breaking into spontaneous
applause as the food, water, tarpaulins and
other supplies were unloaded.
“I wished that it was possible to do more,”
said Michael. “I did my best to encourage
the people and to assure them that they
were not forgotten, but at a time like
this, action is required, not just words. I
promised them that MAF was doing all
that it could to ensure that aid would be
delivered to them and the nearby affected
communities.”
“The appreciation to MAF for being
there at this critical time of need was
overwhelming especially at Huya where
we dropped 240 kilograms of food
supplies,” shared Nawi Mambo who serves
as MAF’s Ground Ops Training Coordinator
in PNG and flew on one of the first flights
following the earthquake. “Some people
shed tears. I joined them! I have worked
12 years with MAF but have not seen this
level of gratitude by people who express
thankfulness when help comes at their
greatest hour of need.”
Nawi helped in the medical evacuation
of some of those injured in the first round
of earthquakes, including a small child with
facial wounds and a woman who was the
sole survivor of a group of about 13 people
that were buried by a landslide. 		
A few days later some of the MAF staff were
able to visit the patients in the hospital
and were happily greeted with smiles and
reports that everyone was recovering well
from their injuries.
MAF will continue to serve the people
affected by these earthquakes for
several months and beyond.

We received a phone call from a missionary on the ground
at our first destination stating that the airstrip had been
damaged. The strip is normally 600m, but due to damage,
there was only about 400m available, and we were unsure if
we would be able to deliver the water, rice, tinned fish, and
tarps, that the people desperately needed.
After a few circuits over the strip we determined that we
would be able to make the landing and take off again with
the Twin Otter. As we landed the people cheered. Besides
bringing in the supplies, we were also able to transport a few
medevac patients who needed treatment beyond what the
local clinic could provide.

Jason
Marsh
MAF Pilot in
Papua New Guinea

The villagers told us that the water tanks they had were
destroyed in the quakes, and the water in the streams and
rivers was badly contaminated with debris and silt. Gardens
are lost, water supplies are lost, fish are dying, and shelters
are damaged or destroyed. From my vantage point from the
air, it looks like it could take weeks, if not months, before the
rivers clear enough to start supplying clean drinking water
again.

Top Cracks in the airstrip
Above Middle Nawi with
3-year-old Waruka who
was injured by debris
Bottom and Left Cargo
is offloaded at remote
communities
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Flying over the area after
the earthquake was startling.
The lush green landscape
had been decimated by
landslides, leaving nothing
but destruction in its wake.

Australian Stan has been traveling to Kenya for a number
of years to faithfully preach the Gospel. He speaks to
anyone who will listen, and deliberately seeks out those
who might otherwise by marginalized.

Teaching &
Preaching in
story by Katie Machell

D

escribing himself as ‘a
jack of all trades, master of
none!’ Stan can usually be
found working part time
as a grader operator and
mechanic on the Central
Coast of New South Wales, Australia.
However in January his situation was very
different: he was on the other side of the
world, in a remote area of northern Kenya,
where he was able to make use of 5Y-PTL,
flown by MAF pilot Melvin Peters, to assist
him in meeting his ministry commitments.
This was his fifth trip to this challenging
place; he explains how his connections
with Kenya came about.
“In 2013, I met a young man in New South
Wales, who had been a missionary for two
years in Northern Kenya. After getting to

As a First Responder as a part of MAF’s Disaster
Response team, I was asked to direct MAF’s
involvement in this crisis, with support from
others in Australia and the US, and have been
coordinating with the PNG Disaster Response
Unit and Australian Defense Force, who were
called in to assist.

Sharlene
Coker
MAF International
Global Disaster
Response
Administrator
and Operations
Specialist

The day after the 7.5 magnitude quake, I
organized one of our aircraft to do an aerial
survey that carried our staff with GPS data
enabled cameras to document and accurately
locate the hardest hit areas.
Three members of the PNG Disaster Response
Unit were also on the flights. Reports have
come in of rivers and roads being partially
or totally blocked. Blocked rivers have cut
off the water supply, and may also cause
flooding in the coming days. Blocked roads
make reaching the injured and aid supplies
that much more difficult.

Top The devastation is
apparent from the cockpit
of MAF’s Twin Otter in PNG
Above Sharlene Coker
organizes the next flights

know him well, there was an opportunity
to go on a month’s trip with him to Kenya.
I was blown away at the opportunities to
preach God’s word openly; and after three
trips with Mick, God opened opportunities
for me to do teaching and preaching in
Nakuru.”
“My work is teaching and preaching
displaced people groups and Turkana
refugees,” Stan continues, who is
passionate about sharing the love of God in
any and every circumstance. “I teach and
preach in the jails, small churches, on the
street, and in one-to-one situations. In the
small settlement of South Horr, I preached
to the mzee (old men) in the dirt, under the
shade of the acacia trees.”
His goal for this trip, like all the others he
has made, is very simply to bring the word

of God. Certainly there are challenges;
his prayer is always that the people have
honest intentions, and will remain faithful
to the teaching they receive, and not just
be looking for a hand out because Stan is a
‘Mzungu’ (white man).
He aims to teach as simply as possible,
and in chronological order, carefully
explaining creation, the fall of man and the
need for a saviour. He always appreciates
the positive responses he gets, and the
eagerness people show for the teaching.
“From all walks of life, this message has
been very well received,” Stan says, “I have
comments like: ‘Why has no one told us
this before?’ ‘I can see you are a man just
like us’ ‘We are like children, we need a
teacher’ and even ‘Can you come back
once a week?’”
When asked what encourages him on
his visits, Stan has a comprehensive list.
“Every trip, I marvel at what God can do
with an ordinary man from Australia. I’m
encouraged by the way God provides all
I need to get there, to have a local person
to interpret for me, and the safety I have
experienced on my travels. I’m encouraged
by the acceptance of the simple Gospel
message.”
Stan was happy to partner with MAF
Kenya to accomplish his goals for the
trip. “MAF were a life-saver in getting me
from Nakuru to northern Kenya, a nine
hour trip by car,” he says. “The staff worked
hard at getting permission for me to fly
from the local army base as there were
no other nearby airstrips available. And all
communication was clear and prompt, all
making my planning run smoothly.” It is a
privilege for MAF Kenya to support Stan in
his ministry, and a great encouragement to
see the LogLogo-based plane being made
use of in this way. l
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A team of women who specialize in plastic surgery on burn
victims, operates on 53 women and children at the Friendship
hospital ship in Bangladesh, giving freely and receiving in return.

WOMEN WOMEN
FOR

T

welve-year old Atiya lies
on the operating table
whimpering as German
plastic surgeon, Connie, and
American nurse, Kristen, pull
the old gauze bandages off
Atiya’s fragile, damaged skin and replace
them with new ones. Connie periodically
pauses her work to stroke Atiya’s hair and
cheek, cooing ‘good girl’ like a loving
mother.
In a corner of the same room, American
plastic surgeon, Tracy, works with
15-year-old Monsur, who had a burnscar contracture to the right hand and a
burned face. “He lost the tips of his fingers
and what he had left was stuck together,”
she explains. “We separated the fingers.”
Monsur motions for Tracy to let him
remove the old bandages using his good
hand, and she graciously obliges.
In the next room Marie-Christine, a
Swiss plastic surgeon, works on replacing
the bandages on 8-year-old Enamul’s
leg, burned by a hot oil spill. In contrast
to Atiya, he lies quietly, holding a bag of
candy, two finger puppets, and a stuffed
animal given to him by Pauline, a German
medical student.

It’s the final hour of an eight-day trip to
the Friendship Hospital ship in Bangladesh
where the seven-member all-female team
from Women For Women provided plastic
surgery for 53 women and children under
age 18. Now they are rushing to change the
last bandages before flying back to Dhaka
on the MAF float plane, then home to their
busy lives and jobs.
This is the sixth medical trip to this
location for Dr. Connie Neuhann-Lorenz
who founded Women For Women, an
organization of female plastic surgeons,
with a friend in 2010. “We were considered
the cosmetic plastic surgeons, or the beauty
surgeons, giving help to vain women. We
wanted to demonstrate that plastic surgery
is something completely different than it is
perceived in the public.”
Connie wanted to use their skills for the
poorest of the poor in countries where
women have little value and rights.
“Women in countries like this
would not have
the ability to

receive plastic surgery at the scale that we
are able to do,” Connie explains. “So we
thought out of a kind of solidarity for these
women, we would try to bring dignity back
to their lives. They don’t have much.”
The organization works in many
countries including India, Tanzania, and
Pakistan. In Bangladesh, Women For
Women partners with Friendship, an NGO
with three hospital ships that move along
river systems docking at ‘chars’ – islands
created from sediment. Chars often
disappear in flood times forcing people
to move. Burn accidents from oil lamps
and open fires are common for the char
people and, with no money for treatment,
the burns often heal in grotesque ways,
sometimes leaving a woman or child
with fingers fused together or an arm
permanently bent or attached to their side.
Although the majority of burns are
accidental, Bangladesh has one of
the highest incidence world-wide
of reported acid attacks against
women. However, many will make

STORY & PHOTOS
LUANNE CADD
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up a story rather then report what actually
happened. “We may never know how they
were burned, but this is not our issue,”
Connie says. “Our issue is to help them live
life with dignity.”
For Dr. Tracy McCall, the trip felt like a
healing hand on her soul. After six years
of applying, the timing and her work
schedule finally aligned, making it possible
for her to join a trip.
“In the US, we have a lot of problems right
now with physician dissatisfaction,” Tracy
describes. “Over 50% of the physicians
practicing in the US at this time are suffering
from signs of clinical depression. The rate
of those having suicidal thoughts is a lot
higher than what you would expect. Like

MAF Bangladesh
flights allow the
team to make
the most of their
precious time,
performing more
surgeries rather
than sitting in a
car for a full day
to reach their
destination.

huge gift.”
Her eyes seemingly empty of emotion,
twenty-three year old Jahanara sits on one
of the wooden platforms serving as beds
in one of two temporary wards set up near
where the hospital ship had docked. Just
over a year ago her husband divorced her,
leaving her to return to her mother’s home
with her two-year-old child. Barely two
months later an accident with a kerosene
stove took the life of her child and left
her with a burned and deformed hand.
Jahanara’s surgery required removing
thick scar tissue, tendon repair, end joint
fusion, the securing of a K-wire, and skin
grafts. Without Women For Women’s
highly qualified plastic surgeons someone
of Jahanara’s socio-economic status could
never access this specialized treatment.
Connie is proud that the teams are highly
qualified at their jobs. Women For Women
can currently choose from a pool of about
200 professionals. Anaesthesiologists
are particularly important, she says, and
“we have the best of the best”, referring to
Austrian Inge Haselsteiner and German
Sigrid Kessler. There’s no skimping on
quality. The procedures are the same as
what they would do in their own practice.
MAF Bangladesh flights allow the team
to make the most of their precious time,
performing more surgeries rather than
sitting in a car for a full day to reach their
destination. Since the terrorist attack in
July 2016, it also means better security for
the team as they can avoid an overnight in
Dhaka. After arriving on their international
flight they can immediately board the MAF
aircraft for the flight to the safety of the
river where Friendship hospitals are highly
respected.

Marie-Christine, who had participated in
two medical trips just prior to the terrorist
attack, says, “After the July attack I was
not that comfortable spending a night in
Dhaka. To leave with the [MAF] sea plane
the same day, the fact that it’s flexible, is
very nice for us. Now we’re taking the
plane to Dhaka and a few hours later we’re
getting on our [MAF] flight.”
Inge tells of the time MAF couldn’t fly
due to bad weather so two teams went
by road, one to the south and one to the
north. “It was a disaster,” Inge says. The
team drove for 10 hours and slept overnight
somewhere along the roadside. At one
point there was shooting and the team lay
flat on the floor of the car. “So we are really,
absolutely happy and grateful that we can
use the plane.”
The team of professionals work as
unpaid volunteers and the expenses for
the trip are occasionally donated or paid
from their pockets. It’s a gift they happily
give, women to women.
“People ask why do we just treat women.
Of course we treat all the kids, even boys,
but mainly women because they don’t have
any rights in this country,” Inge explains.
“It’s just little drops that we can help, and
they’re very grateful that somebody takes
care of them and is interested in their
problems.”
Through giving of their time, energy and
skills to women and children who have
very little, Women For Women volunteers
feel they have received a greater gift in
return.
“Have I done something for these people?
Yes, I have,” Tracy says. “Have they done
something for me? I think they’ve done
more for me than I’ve done for them.” l

Above A young burn
victim is given a reason to
smile

so many others, I’ve been struggling. It’s
become harder and harder to do my work.
It’s like they reached into me, grabbed my
soul and my heart, ripped them out, threw
them on the floor and stomped all over
them. I knew I had to do something. When
Connie came to me with this trip, it was at
the right time. These people gave me my
soul back. I’m not kidding about that. It’s a

Previous The MAF float plane
taking off next to the floating
Emirates Friendship Hospital
Top Dr. Marie-Christine with
Enamul while Anesthesiologist
Inge Haselsteiner looks on.
Centre A woman and her son
await treatment
Bottom and Right Mark
Blomberg, MAF Bangladesh
Country Director and Pilot
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MAF provides food for those fleeing violence
story Dianna Gibney with
photos by Jon Cadd and Ashley Petersen

A
To date, MAF has provided:
25 kilogram bags of rice
20 litre jugs of cooking oil
25 kilogram bags of maize meal
25 kilogram bags of beans

40
30

resurgence of violence
in
eastern
Democratic
Republic of the Congo
(DRC) has caused thousands
of displaced people to flood
the city of Bunia, where a
makeshift refugee camp has sprung up.
According to Jon Cadd, Program
Manager for the Eastern part of DRC,
“There are now 44,397 people registered at
the camp with more coming all the time.
There are so many people they are starting
another camp outside of town to the north.”
In addition, many refugees are staying
with family and friends in Bunia and the
local area. The mother of a national MAF
staff member has 32 relatives staying in
her small house. Cadd said that a local
Congolese Christian volunteer group is
trying to help with food and clothing for the
refugees, but they are unable to meet all the
needs. Samaritan’s Purse provided some
food but that supply has been exhausted.
Cooking pots and food preparation items
are scarce. The camp has also run out
of the tarps that people use to construct
makeshift tents.
Though typically MAF transports food,
this time we purchased it. MAF’s Disaster
Response department has allocated some
funds to provide food for the refugee
camp because of the incredible need. On

Though
typically MAF
transports food,
this time we
purchased it.

Wednesday, March 7, MAF
conducted three flights for
people wanting to leave the
area, and returned to Bunia
with rice, maize meal, beans,
and oil. In Bunia they purchased
1,200 plates and 1,150 cups. MAF is
partnering with the Congolese Christian
volunteer group operated by Rev. Bingi to
distribute the food and supplies. The MAF
team also hopes to show the JESUS film in
the refugee camp.
“They were down to their last bag of rice
and last six bags of maize meal,” said Cadd.
“It felt like we were able to really make a
difference in these peoples’ lives. But it
is still a drop in the bucket for the 45,000
people there and the rest that are with
family and friends.” l

Left Cooking oil purchased
by MAF is loaded on the
Caravan
Above Children are
provided with food and
rations
Right MAF Pilot Jon Cadd
helps distribute food and
tarps purchased by MAF
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I

no·mad
/ˈnōˌmad/
noun
1 a member of a people having no permanent
abode, and who travel from place to place to
find fresh pasture for their livestock.
synonyms: itinerant, traveler, migrant,
wanderer, wayfarer, roamer, rover, gypsy,
bedouin
1.1 A person who does not stay long in the
same place; a wanderer.

(Oxford dictionary)

Partner Profile

TEAM (The Evangelical
Alliance Mission)
Missionary Cornelia
(Tillie) Tiller reflects on
nearly three decades
in the mission field in
Chad, central Africa.

s t o r y by J E N N Y DAV I E S w it h p h o t o s by A N D R E W M U M F O R D

never would have thought I would
stay with anything that long!”
agriculturalist Tillie exclaims with
astonishment. “Missions is so
different it made it not seem like I
was doing the same thing all the time.”
Adventurous Tillie embarked on her
journey in Chad nearly 30 years ago.
“Basically I grew up watching too many
western movies, so I went to Arizona to be
an agriculture major, to stay in Arizona to
work on a ranch and be a cowboy”.
Arizona turned into four years working
with cattle back in Tennessee, then
post-graduate training in teaching and
language, before committing to long-term
service at a conference. Tillie arrived in
Chad in 1989.
Tillie was drawn to Chad’s Arab Nomads
because their lives revolved around their
cattle. She would take short trips out to
visit the Nomad camps from the semisedentary settlements where she lived. “I
would find a relative who would take me
out to where they were camping, and I’d
stay up to four days.” While she was there,
Tillie would get to know the people and
pray for anyone who was sick.
She acquired two cows as a way to
build links with nomadic communities,
reasoning that she might be able to
make improvements that would help
their productivity. But it turned out
the pastoralists were less interested in
changing their husbandry practices than
in getting to know her, so she sold her
cattle and built relationships instead.
As an educated single woman, a wealthy
westerner and a curiosity, Tillie had a
unique standing in a community usually
closed to outsiders. She worked hard to
build understanding. “There was a certain
amount of openness. You know, I was
never refused entrance to the camps and
villages,” she explains.
Cultural differences sometimes worked
in Tillie’s favour, other times they blocked
her path. She would always ask permission
from the chief whenever she entered a
village, trusting that the right doors would
open. Sooner or later, they would get
around to saying that they wanted to set
her up with ‘this uncle or brother or son.’
“Usually, I could just joke them out of that,”
she laughs, telling them “‘Oh no, no, no
you wouldn’t like that! I’d want to go home
every year! I’d be complaining, I need some
money to go to the States!’”
Tillie kept pursuing the opportunities,
but the Nomads became increasingly
difficult to track. “One year there was a fight
over Arabic Gum, the next year there was
some other problem, they went a different
way.” After 10 years of nomadic wandering,
she sensed it was time to move on.

Back in America, Tillie was able to share
her experiences in Chad with prospective
TEAM members in a recruitment role.
Amongst these was a young student named
Rivers. “I had just seen an anthropology
video in school about nomads in Niger,
I was getting interested in nomads and
then a week later Tillie showed up and she
had worked with Chadian Arab Nomads,”
Rivers explains. He now lives in Chad with
his family and gives Tillie the credit for
helping them to put the pieces together.
“It’s mostly because of Tillie that we are
here!”
Tillie learned a lot about the challenges
of recruiting to countries like Chad, as
well as changing routes for new entrants.
“While I was doing the recruiting for four
years I realized students were interested
in teams,” she said, explaining how she
began looking for an opportunity to meet
the need and found a role leading training
programs back in Chad that seemed like
the perfect fit.
But Tillie set off back to Chad only to
face disappointment, when the team she

I don’t think
I would of made
it without MAF.
Thank you so
much!
was leading was evacuated following a
coup attempt in 2008. Tillie stayed, but the
two-year program was canceled after only
9 months leaving her discouraged and at a
loose end once more.
The limbo lasted for several months.
Walking into the N’Djamena guest-house
where she was staying one day, she met a
lady from another organization who asked
her, ‘Tillie, what’s your ministry?’ Sobbing
with frustration, Tillie replied, ‘I don’t have
a ministry!’
The colleague shared some sage advice
with a distraught Tillie. ‘Well you know,
sometimes you have to step out first and
the Lord directs you!’ “I went back to my
room and her words just kept resonating in
my head,” Tillie said, “and I thought, ‘well
maybe I do need to step out…’”
When Tillie looked at the options open to
her, one jumped out – a brand new project
in the East of Chad working with refugees
in a town called Goz Beïda. “I didn’t even
know where Goz Beïda was,” Tillie admits.

“I looked it up on the Internet. I start seeing
all the pictures of the movie stars that come
to visit the refugee camps and they’ve left.
And the military, the UN troops that had
come and they’d gone. And the NGOs that
had come and then gone.”
Tillie thought about who would fill
the need that relief agencies left behind.
The next morning, she went in to tell her
team leader, ‘I think I want to see about
pioneering the Goz Beïda initiative.’ He
said, ‘ok well, we’ll arrange a MAF flight for
you to go up there and check it out.’
Tillie flew to Goz Beïda on the MAF plane
and the rest, as they say, is history. She is
now running a guest-house in Goz Beïda
where prospective workers can come and
stay. By providing a base there, Tillie is
helping to lay the foundations for future
work, building relationships with officials
and local partners and preparing for the
arrival of workers in early 2019 that will
help fill the gap left by relief organizations.
“There’s just huge holes that are left,” Tillie
explains, “and who’s going to plug them if
it’s not us?”
On their way to join Tillie are: a linguist
and Arabic teacher, a veterinarian who
can help the refugees with their goats and
their sheep, a medic and two nurses. She
recently hosted one of the couples who
plan to move to Goz Beïda to join her
team. “At the time she was pregnant with
their second child and had a 2-year-old at
home. As she left she said, ‘Tillie, I would
have never even considered this if I hadn’t
been able to see that life was doable here.’ ”
For the time being her days are filled
with water deliveries, which arrive in 100
litre increments carried by donkey, and
attempts at maintenance which have met
with varying levels of success. She recently
installed solar panels to run a fridge for her
influx of prospective new workers. “The
wires coming out of those boxes were just
like spaghetti! I couldn’t find anybody to
help me, so I had to read the instructions
and do it myself!” she proudly asserts.
Despite her positivity and can-do attitude
Tillie is looking forward to the arrival of
reinforcements. “I just about get everything
sorted and then the gate falls off!”
At 62, Tillie has left some aspects of her
adventure behind her – and freely admits
she could happily live without long hours
of uncomfortable travel on terrible roads
now. At Tillie’s request, the MAF team
made a particularly long detour, just a few
days before, to bring her to N’Djamena for
a conference she was organizing.
Juggling conference arrangements,
home assignment preparations, visitors
and some essential maintenance on her
home meant Tillie had too much on her
plate. “My back went out, I got sinusitis
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2017 financial statement

fy

2017 Annual Report
How the resources were used in fy2017
Missionary Support Includes
living expenses, housing, salaries,
education, repatriation costs, furlough
expenses, and travel to and from the field.
Special Projects Includes
emergency and disaster relief flights, and
other ministry projects involving overseas
MAF missionaries.

Previous Page Nomads
on the move
Above Tillie chats with
locals
Right Middle Tillie in
1995
Right Tillie in a Chadian
refugee camp in 2005
(Photo TEAM)

Program Fees
Interest
Non-Receipted Donations

distribution of promotional materials,
fundraising efforts, advertising, and
support raising events.

SURPLUS (DEFICIT) FROM OPERATIONS

Administration Missionary
newsletters, donor relations, receipting,
administration payroll, training, travel, and
other critical functions.

Countries and areas served by MAF
Canada supported missionaries in fy2017

2016

fy

$ 3,557,680 $ 3,675,566
800,976
895,610
1,254,075
961,543
69,259
81,851
5,681,990
5,614,570

Fundraising Production &

MAF personnel as well as the
advancement of international programs.

Tillie sees the value of the foundations
she laid in the early days even if she hasn’t
always seen the fruit. There have been
plenty of people she has met along the
way who have touched Tillie and whose
lives she has touched. “My Arab Nomads
really did capture my heart when I worked
with them and I still touch base with
them. Some of the parents have died, but
the children who were just teenagers are
married and have their own children now.
And now the new people in Goz Beïda.
There are families that look after me and I
care for them.”
The next phase of Tillie’s journey is
around the corner – and will no doubt
arrive in her own unique measure of
“Tillie time.” It seems fitting that nomadic
Tillie has wandered in so many directions
in search of her purpose, adding to her
beautiful patchwork of experience every
time there’s a bend in the road. l

REVENUES
Donations
Missionary Support
Special Projects and Programs
General Missions
Gift in Kind

EXPENDITURES
Missionary Support
Special Projects and Programs
Dental Fund Costs
Development, International Operations
& Recruiting
General Administration
Fundraising Costs

International Programs &
Recruitment Ongoing recruiting of

and I thought, ‘I’m not going to be able to
make it to N’Djamena over land.’ I mean
I guess, adrenaline would have kicked in
and I could have rallied but I didn’t feel
like I could. I don’t think I would of made it
without MAF. Thank you so much!”
A new tarmacked road, means it now only
takes 12 hours to reach N’Djamena from
the nearest large town Abeche instead of 2
days. But reaching Abeche by road is still a
four-hour journey in the dry season.
Tillie describes a journey she took in the
wet season, when the market bus she was
traveling on was stopped in its tracks by the
“Bata”, a kind of seasonal river that creates a
barrier for travelers. It is easy to laugh at her
animated description of getting stuck in
the mud and narrowly avoiding capsizing
in a raft first then a truck, and watching
her belongings float downstream. But the
reality was that it was many hours before
she reached her destination traveling
on foot, ferry, car and passenger truck to
Abeche, arriving still with the prospect of a
12-hour bus drive from N’Djamena ahead
of her. “If it hadn’t been for MAF to take
me back, I don’t think I would have braved
going back the same way I came!”
Tillie responds without hesitation when
asked about the qualities it takes to do
what she does - a sense of adventure and
a willingness to abandon neat edges to
follow an unknown path. She has known
God’s protection during times when, she
candidly admits she was probably “too
stupid” to feel fear. She has learned to wait
patiently in the midst of uncertainty and
delays – to be ready for the next challenge
in the right timing.

2017
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(October 1, 2016 - September 30, 2017)

OTHER
Amortization
Premium Transfers
Gain (Loss) on Disposal of Assets
Gain (Loss) on Exchange & Investments

SURPLUS (DEFICIT) FOR THE YEAR
NET ASSETS, beginning of year

0
2,082
1,011,850
6,695,922

18,000
1,860
1,036,442
6,670,872

4,120,780
727,228
28,394
509,503

4,217,455
535,792
87,870
410,036

666,413
811,067
6,863,385

631,496
767,842
6,650,491

(167,463)

20,381

(94,760)
12,705
108,835
166,152
192,932

(134,643)
68,145
20,150
(4,678)
(51,026)

25,469

(30,645)

3,606,599

3,637,244

NET ASSETS, end of year

$ 3,632,068 $ 3,606,599

Peter Hunt
Audit Committee Chairman (fy2017)

Margaret Lucas
Treasurer (fy2017)

MAF Canada Board of Directors (fy2017)
5
1
6
1
3
9
2
3
1
8
2
3
1
8
53

Angola
Brazil
Canada
Chad
DR Congo
Indonesia
Kenya
Madagascar
Mongolia
Papua New Guinea
South Sudan
Uganda
UK
Other Countries
Total

Canadian Pride
The missionary numbers
presented in this annual
report represent MAF
Canada’s contribution to
MAF’s worldwide staffing
numbers. Canadian and
MAF Canada supported
missionaries currently serve
in 15 countries around the
world; more than any other
sending country in the
global MAF partnership.
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ONLY WHEN
THE PLANE
COMES
Each time we land, HOPE
reaches the isolated, and
LIGHT comes into darkness.
But it only happens with
your help.
Please give generously.

photo by LUANNE CADD
Scan this code with
your smart phone
to download a
digital copy of
Flying for Life.

RETURN UNDELIVERABLE CANADIAN ADDRESS TO:
Mission Aviation Fellowship of Canada
264 Woodlawn Road West
Guelph, ON Canada N1H 1B6
Your MAF ID number:

To learn more about MAF,
visit us at www.mafc.org.

@mafcanada
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